AeroWave Clip-On Fan (A6)
USER MANUAL
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SAFETY INFORMATION
Please read the following information carefully before installing and using. Failure to
observe these safety instructions may result in serious injury and will release VIVOSUN
of all liability and void all product warranties.

-

The input voltage of this fan is 110Vac-120Vac/60Hz. DO NOT use the fan under higher input
voltages.

-

DO NOT use in the environment of high concentrations of particles such as active carbon,
ferrous powders, etc. The environment temperature shall not exceed 45°C.

-

DO NOT block the fan by force or change the angle when it is oscillating.

-

DO NOT unplug the power cord directly when it is operating.

-

Fix the fan securely on an appropriate position on a pole or post before it turned on.

-

Check the fan regularly. Adjust or remove any obstructions affecting the fan when oscillating.

-

Direct spraying or cleaning by water or other liquid is forbidden. This may cause short circuit
or electric shock. DO NOT use chemicals like gasoline, benzene and diluent to clean the fan.

-

Avoiding air reflux via open air flue or other fired equipment.

-

DO NOT put fingers or other things into fans. Keep the product away from children.

-

DO NOT let water into motor or electric parts.

-

DO NOT cut off or reconnect the power cord. If the power cord is damaged, please contact
us. Any unauthorized modifications or disassembly will void the warranty immediately.

-
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DO NOT use the product if it is damaged when received, please contact us for replacement.

KEY FEATURES
AUTOMATICAL OSCILLATION

2-LEVEL SPEED
CHANGE

HIGH AIR FLOW

Automatical oscillation with 80°
horizontal moving angles and 120°
vertical adjustable angles create
powerful and uniformal air
circulation.

2 speed levels adjustable
for different applications.

6-inch fan with high air flow
blow strong air with a long
distance.

PATENTED CLIP-ON DESIGN

WIDE ADAPTABILITY

ENERGY SAVING

Patented Clip-on design makes the
fan easy to install, adjust and
securely fixed.

Suitable for different size
of poles from φ16-22mm
with unique clip design.

High efficient with maximum
20W power consumption.
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PRODUCT CONTENTS

6-inch Fan Unit
x 1pc
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Clip
x 1pc

PRODUCT CONTENTS

Back Cover

Front Mesh
Enclosure

Oscillation Switch
Power Switch &
Speed Control

Angle Adjuster

Clip

Power Cord
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SPECIFICATIONS
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Model

CFW-01

Fan Size

6-inch

Voltage

110Vac-120Vac

Frequency

60Hz

Power

20W

Oscillating Angle

80°(Horizontal, Automatical)

Clamping Range

φ16-22mm

Speed Levels

2 Levels

Power Cord

NEMA 1-15P, 2.5m

Certificate

CE, RoHS, IP20

Weight

1.9 lbs.

120°(Vertical, Manual)

INSTALLATION
STEP 1

STEP 2

Rotate and remove the knob on the slot of

Slide the Fan Unit into the slot.

the Clip.
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INSTALLATION
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STEP 3

STEP 4

Replace the knob by screwing back to the

Clamp the fan onto a pole or post at an

slot.

appropriate level.

INSTALLATION
STEP 5

STEP 6

Adjust the vertical angle manually (unscrew

Plug the power cord of the fan into a nearby

the knob if needed). Tighten the knob to fix

AC power outlet.

the vertical angle.
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INSTALLATION
STEP 7

STEP 8

Turn on the fan by rotate the switch from

Manage the power cord to keep the fan

OFF to Level 1. Rotate to Level 2 for higher

oscillating smoothly without dragging the

wind speed. Pull up the toggle switch to

fan when operating.

turn on the oscillation. Push down to turn off
the oscillation.
Note: Adjust the clip if the fan hit any
obstructions during the oscillating.
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APPLICATION FOR GROWERS
- Clamp the Fan on an appropriate level and adjust
the vertical angle that the fan can blow the whole
canopy of plants with uniformal wind.
AeroZesh

- Adjust the height of the fan when your plants
grow higher.
- Choose the right speed level for your plants.
- For big tent (like 4ftx4ft), it is suggested to use 2
or more Clip-on Fans.
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MAINTENANCE
CLEANING
Press the front cover of the fan unit and release the 4 buckles in turn. Remove the front cover
and clean the fan blades with a damp cloth carefully. After cleaning, replace the front cover and
lock the buckles.
Note: Turn off the fan and unplug the power cord before starting to clean. DO NOT spray the
water on the fan or immerse any part of the fan into the water.
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WARRANTY INFORMATION
WARRANTY TERMS
1. We offer a 1-year warranty against manufacturing defects for all of our products from the date
of purchase. If you need warranty assistance, please contact us as soon as possible.
2. The warranty does not cover damage due to high moisture levels, water damage, power
surges, improper hanging/mounting, improper use, dust build-up, or users' unauthorized
modifications.
3. In the USA, if any AeroZesh duct fan ceases working within 30 days of use, you can choose:
(A) Exchange: We will email you a pre-paid return label. Please ship the light back to our USA
warranty center and a replacement will be sent to you free of charge as soon as we
receive the defective product.
(B) Refund: We will email you a pre-paid return label. Please ship the product to our USA
warranty center and we will issue a refund as soon as the light has been received. Refund
periods may depend on the processing time of your bank or institution—usually, a refund
takes about 5 business days to be processed.
4. Our company reserves all rights to the final explanation of this warranty structure. If you have
any questions about our warranty policy, please contact us.
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